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Creative Practice and Sharing of Stories
The Inspiration for my work comes from everyday life experiences, my sense of beauty and the mystical elements that inter-connect human lives with each-other and the
natural world across time and space.
I am both an Australian and a German citizen and have developed an international
creative network which facilitates exhibitions and the sharing of experiences and
knowledge.
My creative practice revolves around glass casting, sound and digital photography,
largely in the context of installations. I have extensively explored multiple forms of
sensory engagements through which audiences become actively engaged and are
able to access the experiences of culturally different people. Furthermore I am able
to effectively network on a variety of online platforms, design brochures, write proposals and catalogue art works.
I developed my glass casting processes from my prior ceramic practice, from mould
making and pottery kiln casting techniques. With my more recent work I transform
fabrics, various natural fibres and already existing objects into glass castings.
The fluidity and multifaceted viewpoints of my cast glass objects are evocative of
the notions of memory, imagination and transformation. Glass is a peculiar medium
it`s transparency and fluidity give it an appearance that is both of this world and yet
strangely alien. With my personal practice I create figures that float in the in-between
world of my intercultural experiences and of my memories. Furthermore I explore figurative forms to reach closer to the poetry of my feelings and experiences.
From the perspective of my migrant experience and of coming from a non-English
speaking background, my work explores how creative practice can develop a sense
of becoming and belonging in culturally diverse societies. With my recent work `A
Floating Life` I consider how culturally diverse people are able to connect through
the sharing of stories and through creative expressions. I am passionate about creative practices that encourage new ways of thinking, promote diversity and create
genuine cultural exchange.
By being mindful about my own privileged sociocultural and historical background I
feel enthusiastic about encouraging the development of quality work that promotes
on the one hand genuine Indigenous art expressions and continuity and on the other
hand placement in a contemporary context. Furthermore I am aware of and familiar
with the protocols that are outlined by `Oxfam Australia` to protect Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander cultural and intellectual property rights.

Education Exhibitions Publications
Education
2013 Bachelor of Art Theory Honours Southern
Cross University
2011 Bachelor of Art Theory Southern
Cross University
1984 Degree in Fine Art Academie der Bildenden
Kuenste Stuttgart Germany
Exhibitions
2013 Transit 2013 Southern Cross University Lismore
2012 Swell Sculpture Festival Currumbin Australia
2012 Arts Classic Exhibition Byron Bay Gold Coast
Australia
2011 Swell Sculpture Festival Currumbin Australia
2011 SCU Next Art Gallery Photography Exhibition
Lismore Australia
2010 ArtsCape Environmental Public Sculpture
Exhibition Byron Bay Australia
2010 German Embassy Solo Exhibition Tokyo Japan
2009 Still @ Byron Sculpture Exhibition Byron Bay
Australia
2008 Swell Sculpture Festival Currumbin Gold Coast
Australia
2007 Corporate Art Exhibition Gold Coast Australia
2006 Gaffer Studio Glass Contemporary Australian
Glass Hong Kong
2005 Glass Artist Gallery Glebe Sydney Australia
2004 Gaffer Studio Glass Hong Kong
2004 Gaffer Studio Glass Singapore
2003 Cape Gallery Byron Bay Australia
2002 Habatat Galleries USA
2000 East Coast Sculpture Show Ballina Australia
1999 East Coast Sculpture Show Ballina Australia
1997 German Embassy Jakarta Indonesia
1996

Cairns Regional Gallery Cairns Australia

Teaching:
2007 – 2012 Workshops @ Erika Mayer Studio Byron Bay
2007 Hermannsburg Potters Hermannsburg Central Australia
2006 TAFE Murwillumbah Murwillumbah Australia
2005
2005

TAFE Murwillumbah Murwillumbah Australia
Adult Education Byron Bay Australia

2004
2004

GAG Glass Studio Hong Kong
Brisbane Institute of Art Brisbane Australia

Publications
Traces of a Friendship German Indonesian Relations Heinrich Seemann 2000 Millennium Exhibition
by the German Embassy National Archives Building Jakarta Indonesia
World Sculpture News Three Australian Glass Artists Volume 10 Number 2 Spring 2004 Hong Kong:
Asian Art Press
Northern Rivers Arts Quarterly Out of the Fire Spring 06 Goonellabah : The Northern Star
Modern Tropical Garden Design Made Wijaya 2007
Alumni Magazine of the Graduate College of Management 2011 Southern Cross University

Workshops
Glass forming has been practiced by human kind since at least 2000 BC, going
back to the ancient civilizations of Mesopotamia and Egypt, the technique of glass
casting has gradually developed from ceramics.
My courses are suited for beginners and participants with prior ceramics experience.
Over the years I have taught a number of different glass casting processes which
include the `casting of ceramic objects`, relief castings, the `lost wax casting process`, as well as the combining of glass, photography and print making. These
techniques usually involve mould making processes.
With my more recent work I developed the casting of fabrics, natural fibres and
wooden objects which are more immediate processes and do not require mould
making techniques.
Glass casting involves a series of stages, once the object for casting is ready it will
be embedded in a refractory material. This stage is followed by heating and cooling cycles.
The entire heating, glass melting and cooling processes take place in the enclosed
space of a pottery kiln. This part of the process requires a standard pottery kiln temperature controller.
First the refractory material is heated, so the original object material can either melt
or burn out. This stage creates the negative space for the glass to melt into.
During the following cycle the glass will slowly melt into and fill the negative space.
This stage is characterized by the behavior of glass as a liquid, at a temperature
between 700 and 900 degrees Celsius glass transforms into a liquid, it flows into and
fills the void inside the refractory mould. Gradual cooling allows the glass to solidify.
Once the glass has completely cooled down it can be carefully removed from the
refractory material.
This cycle is followed by the completion of the glass work which can involve polishing to enhance the optical qualities of the glass. The final stage is the design of an
exhibition, how to position the work , how to incorporate the light source and how
to create optimum audience engagements.
My recent aural research explores how sound simulates the literal and imaginary
aural environment of my creative practice.
By recording and by interweaving the sounds of work processes, interviews and
natural sondscapes I am able to create evocative aural experiences that offer the
audience yet another invisible form of sensuous engagement.

Selected Cast Glass Works
`A Floating Life` 2013

`A Floating Life I` cast glass 48cm 65cm 12cm

A Floating Life explores how
the imaginative aspect of art
plays a significant role in dissolving barriers between people.
The
semitransparent
surface of the cast glass acts
as a lens into a fluid space
in which the boundaries of
the self are extended and
in which the self can be
imagined

as

the

`Other`.

`A Floating Life II` cast glass 62cm/48cm/18cm

Indicative of the emotional
condition of migration the fragility of glass has inherent sensory qualities.
Its fluidity and multiple viewing
points soften the boundaries
between remembering and
imagining, between being at
home and being away between self and `Other`.
Surfaces of negative castings
hold the traces and memories
that are associated with the
fabrics and the sculptural representation. The castings are
impregnated with memories
and imaginations of different
cultural environments.

Cast Glass and Digital Photography

`Lost Children` Cast glass 30cm/12cm/3cm

Mirror reflections of missing children. These works transcend the boundaries between glass-art and merge with digital photography.

At the Next Gallery
Erika Mayer and Professor
Jenny Graham pro-vice
chancellor of Arts and Social Science at Southern
Cross University.

Cultural Memory Vessels

`Strategies of Remembrance` cast glass
32cm/12cm 10cm

`Strategies of Remembrance`
deals with the desensitizing viewing of media representations of
refugees. The interior space of the
boats is empty whereas the interior surface of the glass is imprinted
with anonymous portrait castings.

Since these portraits are both absent
and mysteriously visible through the
semi- transparent surface of the glass,
the audience is engaged and affected.

Hermannsburg Potters Cast Glass Workshop 2007

RAHEL KNGWARRIA UNGWANAKA
Known for her lizard and owl works, Rahel has a flair or styling. Her subjects fit
into a composition of landscape and
detail that is specific or her style. The
aesthetic of her work is outstanding.
She is also very welcoming of new techniques and has grasped the opportunity to work with a different medium to
create the frilled neck lizard plater and
relief works in glass. The colours used
in the works are luminous and rich in a
medium specific way, which allows for
a new interpretation of form, text and

Rahel Kngwarria Ungwanaka

colour that she is happy to explore.

KENNY PILHARRA ANDREW

One of the unique aspects of the Hermannsburg Potters is the dedication and commitment of the artists with the co-op. Kenny
Piltharra Andrew is one upcoming artist
who is taking the opportunity to learn and
take an interest in the legacy that has been
established by the Hermannsburg Potters.
His glass relief `Blue Wren` shows an eye for
form, detail and composition, which promises interesting and exciting results to come.
Kenny Pilharra Andrew

Rahel Kngwarria Ungwanaka and Kenny Pilharra Andrew from Hermannsburg
produced the depicted cast glass art works during Erika Mayer`s workshop.
Hermannsburg Life Over Seventeen Years of Contemporary Art Exploration
Extract from the Exhibition Catalogue

11/5/2012

To whom this may concern,
The Hermannsburg Potters board of directors give Erika Mayer the permission to include
the images of the cast glass work which the artists Rahel Kngwarria Ungwanaka and
Kenny Pilharra Andrew produced during Erika Mayer`s cast glass workshop at the
Hermannsburg Studio in 2007.
Permission is granted to include images attached in your application for an Arts Project
Application.

Sincerely,
John Rigby
Art Coordinator & Manager

ACE Community Colleges
59 Magellan Street
Lismore
NSW 2480
11 January 2012
To whom this may concern.
I am the Business Development Manager at ACE Community Colleges in Northern
NSW. We have developed and managed a myriad of arts and culture programs to
both indigenous and non indigenous communities throughout the northern rivers of
NSW over a number of years.
I am also on the Policy Advisory Committee of Lismore City Councils Arts and Culture
Group.
I am more than happy to provide a reference for my friend, Erika Mayer. Erika is a
well known and highly respected member of the Arts Community in the Byron Bay
and Northern Rivers region. She is culturally sensitive, multilingual, a competent
communicator, with the ability to listen to others. She has a strong sense of integrity
and is dedicated to ethical conduct.
I have known Erika for 15 years and she is a highly dedicated artist providing not
only highly innovative pieces but also inspiration to other artists both experienced
and complete beginners in the region. Her dedication to her art is not only
consistently high but she refuses the temptation to diminish the quality of her work
by being influenced by the more commercial aspect of her expression, as many
practitioners have done in the past.
This has resulted in an artist who provides a new way of working with the medium of
clay, mould making and glass casting to provide a new way of working in 3
dimensional forms
Her work has been exhibited in numerous art galleries, national and international,
including Germany, Japan and Indonesia.
Erika has achieved distinctions in her BA in Art Theory and Cultural Studies
She has been teaching her art practice and highly innovative techniques at different
institutions since 2004. She has worked in Central Australia a number of years ago so
is used to the Centre and regional Australia.
Her style of teaching is practical, inclusive, fun and profoundly authentic. Her cast
glass form of sculpture has provided another medium for expression which is
timeless and can create the high quality which so many art purveyors desire.

ACE NORTH COAST COMMUNITY COLLEGES
LISMORE

TWEED HEADS

REGIONAL OFFICE
59 Magellan Street, Lismore
PO Box 526 Lismore 2480

CASINO
P 02 6622 1903
F 02 6621 9917

KYOGLE

WOODENBONG

E info@acenorthcoast.com.au

W www.acenorthcoast.com.au

January 8th
2012
Dear Sir/Madam,
I am writing this letter to you as a way of giving my reference for Erika Mayer.
I have known Erika and her work for over 10 years, and have appreciated the new directions she
has not only courageously travelled with her exquisite art over these years, but also how she has
gone on to generously share her process and talents with the many students she has taught,
lectured and mentored over the years.
Erika has been teaching now for many years, the technique that she developed and her students
now successfully exhibit their work. In fact the standard of work these students is so high that I
have seen some of them are able to proudly show alongside Erika in selected exhibitions.
I am delighted to refer Erika with any project she is applying for, just as I am delighted to exhibit
when possible alongside her in exhibitions.

Yours sincerely,
John Dahlsen

John Dahlsen
PO Box 897 Byron Bay NSW 2481 Australia
P +61 2 66855 965 F +61 2 66855 965 M +61 411 705 313
E john@johndahlsen.com W www.johndahlsen.com

Contact
Erika Mayer
Ph: +61 413 643 646
mayerika@optusnet.com.au
www.erikamayer.com
Erika Mayer
PO.Box 431
Byron Bay NSW 2481

